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Outgrowing the vicious traditions of the Parsi stage,
of which he was the product, he attained a level of
histrionic art scarcely reached by any other actor on
the Bombay stage. He was a part-composer of an Urdu
play, Zeri S%pa, The Venomous Serpent (1904), a violent
melodrama of blood and passion. Vehement acting,
glaring scenic arrangements, resonant speeches, elemental
passions and choice music which characterized the play
captured the imagination of the theatre-going world of
Bombay for years. Unfortunately it influenced the
Gujarat! stage for the worse, and drove away whatever
little realism it had before. Scenery became incongruous;
Gujarat! was often spoken in rhyming couplets like the
beta in Urdu ; acting, already unnatural, became hideous.
A race of playwrights and stage directors came into
existence which never could outgrow the influence of Zeri
Snpa. And the drama on the stage and in literature
became two distinct literary forms, no doubt to the detri-
ment of both.
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Another literary activity of the period was towards
"reclaiming the valuable literature of Old Gujarata. Manilal
Dvivedi was employed by the Gaekvada to edit some works
recovered from the old bhandaras of Jain temples at Patapa.
Hargovandas Kantavala, also with the same help, rendered
great service to literature by editing and publishing old
works in a series called the Praana-kftvya-mZlttl. Narmad's
efforts in this line were continued by Ichharam Suryaram,
who published a well-edited series of similar works under the
heading of K&vya Dohana. And the study of the older poets
exerted a steady influence on the literature of the period
With the growth of public opinion, journalism began to
develop as a distinct form. The dailies in Bombay, in the
hands of their Parsi proprietors, furnished news no doubt, but
had no pretensions to literary standard. Among the weeklies,
Ichharam Suryaram's GujarftH favoured progress in politics
and conservatism in social matters. Its literary activities
included novels, which were either published serially or as
presents to subscribers. It had a large circulation even
in other parts of the world where commercial enterprize
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